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The Baidamo Mines 白达莫厂 in Xinping 新平县老厂乡白达莫 (The 

Mingzhi Mines 明直厰?) 

Nanny Kim, draft 2018.5.16. 

Records and questions 

Our fieldwork in Shuangbai in 2011 and 20161 had shown that exploitation in this region of western 

central Yunnan had been more extensive than expected, and that numerous sites existed. For this 

reason, we wanted to see the situation in Xinping, the adjoining region to the south of Shuangbai that 

is part of a very of mining area. 

Two mines in the district could not be located so far. These are the Mingzhi Mines 明直厰 and the 

Fangzhang Mines 方丈厰. According to the local gazetteer of 1827, the Mingzhi Mines go back to the 

Ming period, were still fulfilling a tax quota of 330 liang in the early Qing and were formally closed in 

1698 because the ore had long been exhausted and the tax had become a burden to the local 

population. (開採自明，年額課銀三百三十兩，遇閠加銀二十七兩五錢八分，後硐老山空，邑令

賠累，康熙三十七年巡撫石琳奏請封閉。) The Fangzhang Mines appear as a minor Qing site that 

opened in 1699 with a tax quota of 68 liang, closed because the ores were exploited during the 

Qianlong period (1736-1796) (康熙四十八年總督和貝諾題開，年額課銀六十八兩零八分，遇閠

加銀七分二厘，後硐老山空，商販裏足，邑令賠累，乾隆年詳請封閉。)2 

The handbook of the Yunnan mining administration records the Baidamu Mines 白達母廠 as a branch 

mine opened in 1832 and made part of the Taihe Mines in 1835.3  

The provincial gazetteer of 1949 records four sites, namely Taihe, Xiaoliqing, Baidamu, and Diebadu 

太和、小里箐、白建母、迭巴都, noting that all had been worked in the past and that the Taihe 

Mines were worked during the Jiaqing and Daoguang periods.4 

There is a possibility that the mines opened in 1832 exploited an older site under a different. 

An article on the historic records and exploitable deposits by Xue Bugao and Wu Liangjun mentions 

the site as Baidamo 白达莫 and describes a compact deposit that runs north-south and consists mainly 

of sphalerite, followed by galenite and chalcopyrite, and possessing a silverization of 100 to a 

maximum of 400 g/t, while the copper content reaches up to 1%.5 The average metal content is 

evidently far below the viable minimum of pre-industrial exploitation. Historic miners would have 

targeted veins with special conditions, probably of secondary enrichment. 

As Baidamo is the name in present-day maps, we use this name instead of Baidamu, Alternative 

writings as 百大摩 are also found in recent materials. 

We expected a relatively minor site but were interested in finding more information on the connection 

of Baidamo, Laochong, and possibly of the Mingzi and the Fangzhang Mines. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 See 03_shiyang, 15_malong, 16_yeniu. 
2 Xinping xianzhi, 1827, juan 8. 
3 Wu Qijun 1844, juan 2, 104 and 105 (滇南矿产图略，卷下，104、105。) 
4 Xinzuan Yunnan tongzhi 1949, juan 64, 6b (新纂雲南通志卷六十四，6b). 
5 Xue Bugao and Wu Liangshi 2002: 301.  
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Fieldwork by Nanny Kim 金兰中 and Yang Yuda 杨煜达, with Li Qiang 李强, our 

driver (born 1962, with 9 years experience in the mining industry), 8 February 2018 

Supported by: Mr. Chen Yantao 陈彦涛 of the culture office of Laochang and the village government 

of Taiqiao 

Main informants: Mr. Xu Yun 许允 (born 1976), village secretary of Taiqiao, Mr Yao Shun 姚顺 

(born 1954) and Mr. Li Shaotang 李少堂 (born 1938) of Baidamo. 

Due to a navigation error, we first went to a village by the same name but in a different sub-county, 

Baidamo in Xinhuaxiang 新华乡白达莫村, that is almost 30 km south of the site we wanted to get to. 

We reached Taiqiao 太桥村, the administrative village that is on the ascent some 5 km north of 

Laochang about noon. Baidamo actually means a wider and more level section in a ridge and hence is 

a relatively common place name.  

Mr. Xu Yun 许允, the village secretary of Taihe, had been informed by the Culture Office and was 

waiting for us. Mr. Xu (born 1976) had served in the army and therefore spoke very good standard 

Chinese. Mr. Tang Jialiang 汤家亮 (about 50) joined us at lunch and provided some information 

on the mines. After lunch, Mr Xu, Mr. Xu Xueyong 许学勇 and another village official whose 

name we forgot to ask, took us to the historic sites. While chatting over lunch, we were told that 

Baidamo village is mainly Han and has about 18 families.  

We first went to the workings in the SW slope of a small valley. There were recently abandoned 

workings at the bottom end of the valley. According to our informants, the mine that had been 

exploited until recently was called Baishuidong 白水洞 and used to be quite important. All existing 

mines exploited old workings. Most were on this slope, a few on the opposite slope across a small 

stream.  

We walked along the slope at some starting some way up and gradually ascending, passing through 

the entire length of the main mining area. Exploitation had been carried on, entirely by traditional 

means, from the 1980s to about 2006, without rails and even without the building of driving tracks on 

the slope. There were altogether 22 numbered mines for which permits had been procured at some 

point. Mine number 3, which is located near the upper end of the valley, is said to be the largest and 

had 3 exits. The reworked mine entrances were still no more than 1.20 high and not much more than 1 

m wide. The entire slope is very disturbed between the pine forest, with recent dumps of gangue and 

historic gangue heaps visible in some places. Mr Xu told me that the workings were all connected and 

reached far into the mountain. Warmish and humid air appeared to emerge from the entrances. 

The dating of the historic workings is uncertain. According to Mr Xu, people generally think that the 

mines were worked by the British after the invasion of the Eight Allied Armies [The Boxer Rebellion].  

Yuda established thick layers of gangue along the driving track, also to the east of the driving track. 

Back at the driving track, we continued up the norther side valley and reached the fields between 

Baidamo and Bajiao 坝脚. Mr Xu told us that this was the lower end of the slags, and the place where 

locals sieve them for selling. There certainly was a clean pile of slags there and slags were quite 

prominent in the surrounding fields. There were ceramic bars. 

We went up to the village and met Mr Yao Shun 姚顺 (born 1954), together with Ms. Li Mei 李梅, 

who is probably his daughter-in-law.  

Mr. Yao was specific that the terraced field from the village down the slope to Bajiao had only been 

brought under cultivation in 1972 or 1973. Prior to that, the area used to covered in slags and 

unusable. The estimated the former slag area at 20 to 30 mu (二三十亩) [13,000-20,000 m2].  
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There was a saying that the mines were “highly prosperous for 60 years, tolerably prosperous for 60 

years, and carried on for 60 years” (大旺六十年，小旺六十年，敲敲打打六十年。). There 

used to be people from 13 provinces working the mines, with only people from Lin’an 临安 

left in the end.  

Mr Yao told us that there used to be a Great Temple 大庙 and a Public Office 公所 [possibly also a 

guild hall], but they were gone by his time. He had only seen wall remains and tiles. There would have 

been stele, but they were destroyed. He had heard about an opera stage in the public office. There also 

used to be a Gongwangmiao 汞王庙 for the mountain deity on the next mountain. All these 

temples were built by mine officials. 

Mr. Yao’s ancestors had come from Lufeng in Chuxiong 楚雄禄丰 6 generations ago [about 

1800-1830], and had been involved in mining. According to the family tradition, three 

brothers travelled down, and while the two older brothers eventually returned, the youngest 

could not find the way back because they had lost their map and therefore stayed and founded 

a family. 

We went to visit Mr. Li Shaotang 李少堂 (born 1938), who related that his family originated from 

Hunan and moved here from Chuxiong, he couldn’t say how many generations ago. He largely 

confirmed the information on the temples provided by Mr. Yao, but added that there used to be opera 

stages at both the great temple and the public hall. He had still seen main hall with two side-buildings 

of the Great Temple. There used to be one of the great bellows that was kept in the temple. As children 

they had climbed in. He would think that it had a diameter of 1 m and was 2 m long. The bellows were 

worked by several men. 

The slag dump was thicker than a man’s height, covered the entire flatter area and could cut your feet. 

He had heard the names of five mines, but he did not remember all of them. One of the mines was 

called Goat Mine 山羊洞, you could walk into it upright. He had heard that the mine boss who 

opened this mine never hit on ore for a long time and became very poor, but eventually found 

rich ores and became rich. Then there was the Genius Mine 天财洞 tha produced a great 

amount of ore, but not all of it could be brought out. The 10,000 Horses Mine 万马洞 is the 

present No. 16 Mine and was also very productive in the past. Other known mines were the 

White Water Mine 白水洞 and the Great White Mine 大白洞. There were places inside the 

mines that were as high as three houses.  

Mr Xu added that when the mines were worked, they would hear the explosions in their houses in the 

village, as the village was right above the mine-riddled area.  

There used to be numerous small graves on the slope below the village, graves of miners, 

mostly without gravestones. In 1972, when all had to learn from Dazhai, the graves were 

levelled and turned into fields. 

From the 1980s, the slags were sold and the area converted into fields.  

There used to be a market held at Baidamo; Mr. Li’s grandmother used to attend it. 

We had another look for slags in the fields and found layers some of the terrace walls. I took a couple 

of charcoal samples.  

Li Mei took us to the temple site, on a small wooded knob that ends the saddle of Baidamo.  

Mr Xu explained that Yingongdong 银汞洞 was further down SE towards Laochang, while the slope 

SW was called Laogongshan. He had however never heard about mines in the context of these place 

names. 
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Li Mei also took us to a smaller slag dump a little way down to the NW from the village. The extent is 

uncertain due to recent terrassed fields. 

We left Baidamo at 4 pm and reached Xinping at 7 pm. 
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Results 

The Baidamo Mines were larger than a site exploited between about 1830 and 1850 would suggest. 

They are clearly not on the scale of the Taihe Mines but clearly more significant that we expected.  

The relatively rich oral history related by Mr. Yao and Mr. Li might contain some overlap with stories 

that of the Taihe or the Laochang Mines. The story about the difficulties of the mine owner who 

started the Goat Mine 山羊洞 is a generic story, but the tradition of 60 years prosperity, 60 

years relatively fruitful exploitation and 60 years hanging on is interesting. If it actually refers 

to Baidamo, the history of these mines was far longer than we expected on the basis of the 

historic records. However, we cannot exclude the possibility, that the story originally referred 

to another site. 

The clear evidence of a concentrated and largely unmixed slag dump reflects continued intensive 

exploitation. While the period of the early 19th century is probable on the basis of the historic records 

as well as of Mr. Yao’s family history, the scale and duration evidently exceeded that of a minor 

branch mine. 
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The names Laochang, Yingongdong 银汞洞 and Laogongshan in the vicinity that in the local oral 

tradition were not linked with the Baidamo Mines suggest that an older exploitation existed in the 

vicinity.  

Further names that appear to indicate mines in existence in a relatively distant past but following the 

exploitation at Laochang are the name Xinchanghe (New Mine River) and Caiyuan (vegetable garden) 

on the stream that descends westwards down to the Yuanjiang between Baidamo and Taihe. For this 

reason, I expect that older mines predated the Taihe and the Baidamo Mines, with Laochang being the 

oldest site and Xinchang a mine dating later. It appears possible that Laochang was the site of the 

Mingzhi Mines and Fangzhang a relatively unsuccessful later venture also called Xinchang. 

 


